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Main Research Interests:

Spatial processes and the relation of sensory inputs to ‘higher’ order interactions.
My research has centred on the question of how we make sense of the space(s) around
us, and how sensory inputs relate to that and to other ‘higher’ processes. Active touch –
often deemed most unlike vision – was used as an instructive foil to vision in
experiments on spatial perception and memory. Criteria for what counts as specifically
‘spatial’ were based on the crucial role of reference cues in spatial tasks. Spatial
processing is characterised as integrating diverse inputs in relational forms which
afford reference cues that specify the location, distance or direction of objects that
spatial tasks demand.
One of the exciting outcomes in this area is the increasingly complex, even
paradoxical, nature of findings that cannot be tested by ‘either-or’ hypotheses. My
initial experiments in the 1970s, for instance, suggested that the relation of crossmodal
to intramodal visual and haptic (active touch) perception differs between shape and
length tasks. We found later that shapes which produce the same perceptual ‘illusion’
in vision and touch show some input effects, but they share the discrepant shape
features that produce the illusion, Short-term memory for haptic lengths was disrupted
by interpolated kinaesthetic cues, as had long been suggested, but also by spatial
distractors, showing that both were factors.
A series of experiments on how vision affects forms of spatial reference showed that
congenitally totally blind children rely on ‘egocentric’ (body-centred) reference in
spatial tasks. They did not differ from blindfolded sighted cohorts on haptic
recognition, or on reproduction of object locations, or on line orientations that could be
related reliably to body-centred reference cues. But their egocentric errors were highly
significant in relocation and rotation tasks that disrupt body-centred reference relations.
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Nevertheless, vision is not necessary for spatial inference or mental rotation, since at
least some people who have never had any sight can solve such problems.
Findings which link touch to body-centred reference relations, and vision with
experience of externally based reference cues are not in doubt. But the links are not
exclusive. Spatial vision involves body-centred posture and gravitational cues. External
cues can be related to each other and to external surrounds also in active touch. We
found that bi-manual instructions in the use of external reference cues improved purely
haptic memory for object locations as much as intact body-centred reference cues.
Together, the two forms of reference were more accurate than either alone.
My further question is how we can apply Occam’s razor to the multiple task effects,
the differences and overlaps in inputs and in reference relations that recent brain and
neural network studies make even more evident. The findings suggest a more complex
picture than either ‘modular’ or ‘unitary’ models warrant. The principle of parsimony
may apply best to future findings of the rules that govern the interactions, which are
necessary if specific inputs evolved to help rather than to hobble spatial understanding.
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